
Time & Data Limits
I will not use my mobile device in school unless _______________________
I will put away my device when ___________________________________
I will use my device ____________________________________________
I will respect the time limits given to me. 
These places are no-device zones:
__________________________________________________________
I will be mindful of data limits.

Appropriate Content & Sharing
I will not be hurtful or mean to others on any platforms. This includes messaging,
commenting, posting and liking mean or hateful content.
If I am cyberbullied, I will be open and honest with my parents and tell them
about the issue so that we can deal with it as a team.
I will not share any content that is too revealing. This includes posting or sending
inappropriate photos or texts.
I will ask for permission before downloading any new apps. 

Safety
I will answer when you call and respond when you text. 
I will not give away any personal information such as my full name, date of birth,
address, phone number or photos without my parents’ permission.  
I will not share my location on any apps.  
I will not share my passwords with anyone outside my family.  
I will allow my parents to adjust the privacy settings on my phone and monitor my
activity. I understand that this is for my own safety.
If anyone pressures me or makes me feel uncomfortable, I will stop talking to
them and tell a family member or trusted adult.
I will tell you about anything I see or receive on my phone that makes me
uncomfortable.

Consequences
I understand that this phone is a privilege and breaking this agreement will lead
to the following consequences: ____________________________________ 

I, ______________, agree to the rules in this Mobile Device agreement.
I know I should:
Think before acting                       Stay Safe
Be Responsible for what i do       Take care of my phone
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